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Firmware Update V1.16 B52 for Digta 4010 featuring DSSPro compatibility
•

DSSPro compatibility
This firmware update ensures that DSSPro dictations that have been accidentally
transferred to the Digta 4010 do not provoke malfunction of the device. The Digta
4010 doesn’t change neither the standard DSS dictations (file name: .DSS) nor the
DSSPro dictations (file name: .DS2).
Ask your trade dealer for the latest product information if you are interested in
improved recording quality and encryption of dictations in the DSSPro standard.

•

Quick readiness for record
The Digta 4010 is ready for record when the record button is pressed. The dictation
machine begins to record as soon as the speaker has moved the slide switch to
"start" ensuring that there is no loss of recordings.

•

Better exploitation of older rechargeable batteries’ capacity
If already often recharged batteries are recharged, the battery voltage does not
increase continuously but with short voltage break-ins. The Digta 4010 doesn’t switch
off any longer the charging operation if there are short voltage break-ins, but only if
the rechargeable batteries are fully charged.

•

Secure switch-on threshold for low batteries and rechargeable batteries
When switching on, the device reliably recognizes the minimum voltage, requested
for (rechargeable) batteries to be able to completely save the current dictation if the
battery voltage breaks down. If the minimum voltage is not available the Digta 4010
switches off again immediately.

•

Formatting of SD and MultiMediaCards
If unformatted or wrongly formatted memory cards are put in the card slot a prompt
appears in the display requesting formatting in the Digta.
September 2011
If you use MultiMediaCards/SecureDigital Cards (MMC/SD) with insufficient writing
speed, » Card not supported! « appears in the display.
Digta Cards from Grundig Business Systems providing 2 GB of storage can be used.
They will be formatted to 1 GB in the Digta 4010.

Benefit from the increased performance and functionality of your Digta
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